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IREDALE GROUP ARCHITECTURE MERGES WITH CHANG HOLOVSKY ARCHITECTS

June 11, 2013

Iredale Group Architecture is pleased to announce our most recent merger, effective January 2013, with Chang Holovsky Architects (Victoria BC). 

Philip Chang and Ladi Holovsky bring a wealth of experience to our firm and are a continuum of the passion we feel for the built environment. Their 
portfolio demonstrates architectural excellence in the areas of education, social housing, community projects, First Nations community development, 
and light industrial projects.

Mr. Holovsky has an unrivalled devotion to education. His school designs incorporate the concepts of 21st Century Learning which have helped 
several British Columbia school districts advance their educational programs. According to Mr. Holovsky, “21st Century Learning looks at providing 
students with an individualized learning experience in a community setting. It allows students to flourish, provides malleable learning environments 
for teachers, and helps school districts prepare their students for tomorrow like never before.”

Mr. Chang has a long established relationship with several First Nation communities and municipalities and is passionate about helping these 
clients to create culturally rich facilities. He pursues architectural excellence in the realm of social housing and community spaces. He believes that 
“architecture has the ability to transform spaces, but also minds. It creates the opportunity to inspire and motivate, but mostly I want it to provide 
hope and understanding, in spaces where little exists. When good design improves human interactions and relationships, it’s truly profound.”

The two award-winning architects will be based out of Iredale’s Victoria office at 16 Bastion Square and will continue leading their teams on various 
new projects as Associate Architects.
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